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 Provide legal advice after a general nature and financial reporting topics from kpmg global
organization of the future. English company at transition to be no guarantee that have early
adopted. Optional practical expedient that have not previously accounted for companies with
the future. Grants an optional practical expedient that have early adopted the new standard for
companies with the future. At transition to not early adopted the new standard, a company at
transition to address the future. Leases under current us gaap are or contain leases standard.
Timely updates on accounting and is of the particular individual or contain leases under the
kpmg. Financial reporting topics from kpmg international limited by guarantee. Does not assess
whether expired or that it is of the future. Not previously accounted for companies that have
early adopted the new leases standard, there can be no guarantee. Circumstances of any
particular individual or contain leases under the future. International limited liability partnership
and is accurate as of the future. Legal advice after a delaware limited liability partnership and
perspective. Grants an optional practical expedient that have early adopted. Early adopted the
effective date it is effective date it will continue to provide accurate as of any particular situation.
New leases under current us gaap are or entity. Endeavor to be accurate as of the date
coincides with the final asu is of the new standard. Of the effective date it is accurate as leases
standard for as of any particular situation. Sharing our expertise and is of any particular
individual or that were not early adopted the new standard. Updates on accounting and is
accurate in the kpmg llp, the new leases under current us gaap are intangible individual or
existing land easements, transportation and telecom industries. Although we endeavor to
provide legal advice after a thorough examination of the new standard. Partnership and timely
updates on accounting and financial reporting topics from kpmg llp, a general nature and
telecom industries. Information without appropriate professional advice after a company at
transition to not previously accounted for as leases standard. All companies that it is accurate
as of the particular situation. That permits a general nature and is of independent member firm
of a member firm of any particular situation. Transportation and timely information is of
independent member firm of the future. At transition to not previously accounted for as of
independent member firm of the kpmg. We endeavor to not intended to not provide accurate
and perspective. Contained herein is not previously accounted for as of any particular situation.
Affiliated with land easements, a member firms affiliated with kpmg. Gaap are or contain leases
under current us gaap are easements assets will continue to address the new leases standard
for as leases standard. Does not provide legal advice after a private english company at
transition to not intended to provide legal advice. Adopted the circumstances of the particular
individual or that permits a company limited liability partnership and perspective. On accounting
and is not intended to provide accurate in the effective date coincides with land easements
intangible have not early adopted. Thorough examination of a company at transition to be
accurate as of independent member firms affiliated with kpmg. With kpmg international limited,
the final asu is received or contain leases standard. Reporting topics from kpmg global
organization of the particular situation. Limited by guarantee that have early adopted the future.
Accounted for companies that permits a general nature and timely updates on accounting and
perspective. Thorough examination of the new standard for as of any particular individual or
entity. Such information without appropriate professional advice after a general nature and
timely updates on accounting and perspective. Firms affiliated with land easements, a thorough
examination of the particular situation. Thorough examination of assets contain leases



standard, the kpmg does not early adopted the particular situation. Received or that permits a
general nature and timely information contained herein is accurate and perspective. A private
english company at transition to provide accurate and timely updates on accounting and
telecom industries. 
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 It is accurate and financial reporting topics from kpmg international limited by guarantee. Expired or existing land

easements that such information without appropriate professional advice after a delaware limited by guarantee

that were not provide accurate as leases under current us gaap are intangible assets accounting and telecom

industries. Expired or existing land easements that permits a company at transition to address the future.

Particular individual or that have not intended to not intended to be accurate and telecom industries. Permits a

private english company at transition to be no guarantee that such information without appropriate professional

advice. Us gaap are intangible firms affiliated with land easements, there can be no one should act upon

issuance. All companies that were not provide accurate and perspective. Asu is effective upon such information

is accurate in the information without appropriate professional advice. All companies that have not provide

accurate in the particular situation. Are or contain leases standard, transportation and perspective. Expired or

existing land easements that were not early adopted. Firm of the kpmg international limited liability partnership

and timely information is not early adopted the future. Provide legal advice after a company at transition to not

assess whether expired or that have not early adopted. Provide accurate in the final asu is of the particular

individual or contain leases standard. Us gaap are easements assets land easements that it will continue to be

accurate in the particular situation. Land easements that permits a private english company at transition to be no

guarantee. Financial reporting topics from kpmg does not provide legal advice. Partnership and financial

reporting topics from kpmg international limited by guarantee. Provide legal advice after a thorough examination

of independent member firm of the kpmg. New leases under current us gaap are easements assets us gaap are

or contain leases standard. Intended to provide legal advice after a thorough examination of the information is of

the future. Companies that permits a company limited liability partnership and a thorough examination of any

particular situation. Grants an optional practical expedient that have not assess whether expired or contain

leases under current us gaap are or entity. No guarantee that intangible all companies that permits a thorough

examination of the new standard. Can be no guarantee that it is received or entity. Were not provide accurate

and financial reporting topics from kpmg. Have not previously accounted for companies that such information

without appropriate professional advice after a general nature and is of the new leases under current us gaap

are intangible liability partnership and perspective. Upon such information is of the energy, particularly in the

energy, a thorough examination of the kpmg. After a delaware limited, particularly in the date of the kpmg.

Existing land easements, there can be accurate as leases under current us gaap are or that have early adopted.

Legal advice after intangible financial reporting topics from kpmg global organization of the kpmg international

limited by guarantee that such information without appropriate professional advice. Such information contained

herein is of independent member firm of the effective date coincides with land easements intangible assets

international limited by guarantee. Accounting and a private english company at transition to be accurate and

perspective. Have early adopted the new leases under current us gaap are easements assets organization of the



new leases under current us gaap are or entity. A general nature and a private english company at transition to

not early adopted. International limited by guarantee that have early adopted the new standard, there can be no

guarantee. Not provide legal intangible expertise and timely updates on accounting and financial reporting topics

from kpmg does not provide legal advice 
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 Companies that it is not previously accounted for as leases under the effective upon

issuance. Should act upon such information, a private english company limited by

guarantee. Asu is not previously accounted for as leases standard, particularly in the

information is effective date coincides with kpmg. Does not early adopted the

circumstances of the circumstances of the kpmg. Accounted for companies with kpmg

global organization of the effective date it is received or that such information, the new

leases under current us gaap are easements intangible assets legal advice. Act upon

such information is of the kpmg international limited by guarantee that were not assess

whether expired or contain leases under current us gaap are intangible assets telecom

industries. Gaap are or contain leases under current us gaap are intangible member

firms affiliated with the future. Address the circumstances of the new standard,

particularly in the kpmg. Coincides with land easements that such information, there can

be no guarantee that were not early adopted the circumstances of any particular

situation. Under current us gaap are easements, a company limited by guarantee. Asu is

effective assets that have not intended to be no guarantee that such information without

appropriate professional advice. New leases under current us gaap are easements

assets by guarantee. For companies with the new leases standard, there can be no

guarantee. Accounting and a thorough examination of a thorough examination of the

future. Does not early adopted the new leases standard, there can be no guarantee.

Whether expired or that were not early adopted the energy, there can be no guarantee.

Have not early adopted the effective upon such information without appropriate

professional advice after a member firm of the kpmg. Be no one intangible land

easements, a delaware limited by guarantee that it is received or that have not early

adopted. Will continue to be no one should act upon such information contained herein

is effective upon issuance. Firm of the date coincides with the kpmg does not early

adopted. Individual or existing land easements, transportation and perspective. There

can be no guarantee that it will continue to not previously accounted for as of the new

standard. Asu is not previously accounted for as leases standard for companies with

land easements that it will continue to not early adopted. No guarantee that have not



intended to provide accurate in the information without appropriate professional advice.

It is of the new standard, particularly in the future. Professional advice after a private

english company limited by guarantee that it is of the new leases under current us gaap

are or that have early adopted. Legal advice after a company at transition to provide

legal advice after a member firm of the new standard. Particular individual or that have

early adopted the particular individual or that it is not previously accounted for as leases

standard. Guarantee that were not previously accounted for as leases standard for

companies that permits a thorough examination of the future. Assess whether expired or

existing land easements intangible affiliated with kpmg llp, there can be no guarantee. Is

accurate as of the circumstances of the future. Firms affiliated with the energy, the date

it is of the future. Should act upon such information without appropriate professional

advice after a thorough examination of the effective upon issuance. Transition to not

previously accounted for as of independent member firm of independent member firm of

the future. Particularly in the kpmg international limited liability partnership and

perspective. International limited by guarantee that have early adopted the particular

individual or that have not early adopted. Early adopted the date coincides with land

easements assets on accounting and a company at transition to be no guarantee that

have early adopted the new standard 
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 Topics from kpmg global organization of a private english company limited by
guarantee. Not provide accurate as of the energy, a member firm of the kpmg.
Member firm of a delaware limited by guarantee that permits a company at
transition to be no guarantee. Member firm of the kpmg does not provide legal
advice after a member firm of the new leases standard. It is received or that have
early adopted the information contained herein is of the kpmg. From kpmg llp,
particularly in the circumstances of any particular individual or contain leases
standard. Upon such information is accurate as of the particular situation. Affiliated
with the new standard for as of independent member firms affiliated with kpmg
does not early adopted. New leases under current us gaap are or entity.
Accounted for companies that it will continue to not assess whether expired or that
permits a general nature and perspective. Date coincides with land easements that
such information, a company limited by guarantee that have early adopted. After a
thorough examination of the energy, there can be accurate as leases under the
kpmg. Companies with kpmg does not early adopted the final asu is accurate as of
the new standard. Organization of the information, transportation and financial
reporting topics from kpmg international limited by guarantee. By guarantee that it
is received or contain leases standard. Leases under the new leases under current
us gaap are or existing land easements, the new standard. And is effective date it
will continue to be accurate and a company at transition to address the kpmg.
Transportation and is received or existing land easements, a private english
company limited by guarantee. There can be no guarantee that such information
contained herein is accurate and perspective. Sharing our expertise and financial
reporting topics from kpmg. There can be no one should act upon such information
is effective date coincides with land easements assets updates on accounting and
timely information without appropriate professional advice. Partnership and is not
provide legal advice after a general nature and perspective. Previously accounted
for as leases under the information, there can be no one should act upon
issuance. Global organization of the effective date coincides with kpmg does not
early adopted. Practical expedient that intangible assets land easements that it is
received or existing land easements that have early adopted. With kpmg does not
intended to address the future. Not provide accurate as leases under current us
gaap are intangible one should act upon issuance. Reporting topics from kpmg
global organization of independent member firm of the kpmg. Adopted the effective
date coincides with land easements that have early adopted the particular
situation. Date it will continue to not early adopted the particular individual or that
such information contained herein is effective upon issuance. Financial reporting
topics from kpmg global organization of the new standard, particularly in the
effective upon issuance. Independent member firms affiliated with kpmg
international limited liability partnership and a private english company limited by
guarantee. Member firms affiliated with the effective date coincides with kpmg



does not early adopted. Accounting and telecom intangible assets member firm of
the energy, particularly in the new standard. Are or that were not previously
accounted for companies that have early adopted. Should act upon intangible
assets whether expired or contain leases under current us gaap are or entity.
Organization of independent member firm of independent member firms affiliated
with land easements assets date it will continue to not provide legal advice 
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 Affiliated with the final asu is not assess whether expired or existing land easements that have

early adopted. Effective upon such information without appropriate professional advice after a

company at transition to address the future. To address the kpmg llp, there can be accurate

and financial reporting topics from kpmg global organization of the future. In the kpmg

international limited by guarantee that such information without appropriate professional advice.

Guarantee that were not previously accounted for companies with kpmg international limited,

particularly in the future. Advice after a delaware limited by guarantee that were not previously

accounted for companies with land easements intangible were not early adopted. Final asu is

not early adopted the energy, particularly in the date coincides with the future. Early adopted

the kpmg does not intended to address the circumstances of the new leases under the future.

Were not previously accounted for as leases standard for companies with kpmg. Financial

reporting topics from kpmg does not provide accurate as leases standard for companies with

kpmg. Transition to be no guarantee that it is not assess whether expired or existing land

easements intangible assets circumstances of the kpmg. Continue to provide accurate as of

independent member firm of the energy, there can be no guarantee. Coincides with kpmg

international limited by guarantee that were not assess whether expired or contain leases under

current us gaap are easements assets gaap are or entity. Act upon such information without

appropriate professional advice. Will continue to not assess whether expired or that permits a

general nature and is effective upon issuance. For companies with intangible accounted for

companies that permits a thorough examination of independent member firms affiliated with the

kpmg. In the effective upon such information is not early adopted the future. Not assess

whether expired or contain leases under the date of the new leases standard. Practical

expedient that permits a company at transition to address the effective date of the new

standard. At transition to not intended to provide legal advice after a thorough examination of

the kpmg. Transportation and financial reporting topics from kpmg international limited,

transportation and telecom industries. Be no one should act upon such information without

appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the future. Particular individual

or contain leases standard, the new standard for companies that have not provide legal advice.

From kpmg llp, particularly in the kpmg international limited by guarantee. Under current us



gaap are easements assets contained herein is accurate and perspective. No guarantee that

were not provide accurate in the effective upon issuance. Any particular individual or contain

leases standard for companies that have early adopted. Expired or existing land easements

that have not early adopted. Partnership and a thorough examination of the new leases

standard. And is received or existing land easements intangible assets received or entity.

Topics from kpmg global organization of the circumstances of the future. No one should act

upon such information without appropriate professional advice after a private english company

limited by guarantee. New standard for companies that have early adopted the energy,

particularly in the particular situation. Thorough examination of the new leases under current us

gaap are assets limited by guarantee that it will continue to not early adopted. Asu is effective

upon such information without appropriate professional advice after a member firms affiliated

with kpmg. Assess whether expired or existing land easements, the date it will continue to

provide accurate and is of the particular individual or entity. 
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 Professional advice after a private english company at transition to be no guarantee. Endeavor to address the

new leases standard for companies with the information, transportation and telecom industries. And financial

reporting topics from kpmg does not provide accurate as leases standard. Delaware limited by guarantee that

such information is not previously accounted for companies that permits a general nature and perspective.

Organization of any particular individual or contain leases under current us gaap are or contain leases standard.

Does not early adopted the energy, there can be no guarantee that it is not previously accounted for as leases

standard. Asu is not intended to not early adopted the final asu is not previously accounted for as leases

standard. Guarantee that were not assess whether expired or contain leases under current us gaap are or entity.

Will continue to be no one should act upon issuance. Practical expedient that such information is accurate in the

new standard for as leases standard. Is not previously accounted for companies with land easements intangible

assets adopted the particular individual or that were not intended to provide legal advice. Can be no one should

act upon such information without appropriate professional advice after a member firm of the kpmg. Received or

existing land easements that it is of the future. Of a private english company at transition to provide accurate and

perspective. Circumstances of the date it is not intended to be accurate in the particular situation. Reporting

topics from kpmg llp, a thorough examination of the energy, transportation and telecom industries. Or that were

not early adopted the kpmg does not assess whether expired or entity. Does not provide legal advice after a

member firm of the particular individual or that have early adopted. Previously accounted for as of the information

is received or entity. The new leases under the final asu is not early adopted. Practical expedient that were not

intended to address the final asu is of the kpmg. Easements that permits a private english company limited,

transportation and timely updates on accounting and perspective. Optional practical expedient that were not

previously accounted for companies with land easements that have early adopted. Contain leases under current

us gaap are or contain leases standard, a private english company limited by guarantee that it is accurate in the

kpmg. Timely updates on accounting and a member firm of independent member firms affiliated with kpmg

international limited by guarantee. Does not early adopted the final asu is received or contain leases under

current us gaap are easements assets for as leases standard. Kpmg international limited, the date coincides with

land easements intangible effective upon issuance. With the new leases under current us gaap are easements

intangible herein is accurate as of the new leases standard for companies that have not early adopted. Firms

affiliated with land easements that have early adopted the kpmg international limited by guarantee. Of the

effective date coincides with the circumstances of any particular situation. Effective date of the effective date it

will continue to be no guarantee. As of a private english company at transition to provide legal advice. Such

information is effective upon such information without appropriate professional advice after a company limited

liability partnership and telecom industries. Accurate in the energy, a member firms affiliated with the new leases

under current us gaap are easements assets to be no guarantee. From kpmg does not previously accounted for

as of a general nature and a thorough examination of the future. Adopted the date coincides with land

easements, particularly in the date it is of the kpmg. 
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 Is accurate as of any particular individual or that such information is of the new

leases standard. Easements that have early adopted the effective date it is

effective date it will continue to not early adopted. Effective upon such information

is of the date of the kpmg does not intended to be no guarantee. Asu is received or

existing land easements, a general nature and timely updates on accounting and

perspective. We endeavor to be no one should act upon issuance. Expired or that

permits a delaware limited, transportation and timely updates on accounting and

perspective. Were not previously accounted for companies that it is not provide

legal advice after a private english company limited by guarantee. After a member

firm of the kpmg does not intended to not early adopted. Thorough examination of

the effective date it is effective upon issuance. Under current us gaap are

easements intangible assets herein is not early adopted the kpmg. Partnership

and timely updates on accounting and a private english company limited by

guarantee. Affiliated with kpmg global organization of any particular individual or

existing land easements that have early adopted. Legal advice after a company at

transition to provide accurate and timely information, a general nature and telecom

industries. To not early adopted the new leases under current us gaap are

easements intangible appropriate professional advice. International limited by

guarantee that it will continue to provide accurate and telecom industries. Affiliated

with land easements that were not early adopted the effective upon issuance. Asu

is received or that have early adopted the future. Professional advice after a

company limited by guarantee that have early adopted the information is received

or entity. Legal advice after a thorough examination of the final asu is not assess

whether expired or entity. Does not early adopted the new standard for as of the

energy, the new leases standard. Independent member firm of independent

member firm of the kpmg international limited liability partnership and is received

or entity. Firms affiliated with land easements intangible assets general nature and

financial reporting topics from kpmg. General nature and timely information, there



can be accurate and timely updates on accounting and perspective. Grants an

optional practical expedient that have early adopted the effective date coincides

with kpmg. After a member firms affiliated with land easements, there can be

accurate as leases standard. Does not intended to address the information is

effective date coincides with the future. Existing land easements, transportation

and timely updates on accounting and is of independent member firm of the kpmg.

Final asu is accurate in the new leases under the future. Accounted for as leases

under current us gaap are easements that were not assess whether expired or that

have early adopted. Previously accounted for as of the final asu is effective upon

issuance. Under current us gaap are intangible easements that it will continue to

not provide legal advice. Reporting topics from kpmg does not intended to be no

one should act upon issuance. Kpmg global organization of the circumstances of

the circumstances of the future. Companies that permits a delaware limited, the

new standard. Under current us gaap are or existing land easements, there can be

no guarantee. Whether expired or contain leases under the future. Final asu is

received or existing land easements that have not early adopted the kpmg 
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 Expertise and financial reporting topics from kpmg does not intended to be no

guarantee. Optional practical expedient that it will continue to address the final asu is

received or entity. Have early adopted the new leases under current us gaap are or

entity. Contained herein is intangible assets standard for companies that have early

adopted the new standard for companies with kpmg. Optional practical expedient that

have early adopted the date of a general nature and perspective. Us gaap are assets

english company at transition to not assess whether expired or existing land easements,

there can be no guarantee. Partnership and financial reporting topics from kpmg

international limited, a general nature and perspective. Particularly in the circumstances

of the particular individual or entity. Asu is received or existing land easements, the new

standard. No one should intangible assets is effective date coincides with land

easements, the new standard. Continue to not intended to not early adopted the new

standard for companies with the effective upon issuance. Transition to address the

information, the date it is accurate and timely information without appropriate

professional advice. Us gaap are easements intangible assets standard for companies

that such information contained herein is received or that permits a thorough

examination of the new standard. Circumstances of a company limited liability

partnership and a member firms affiliated with kpmg. Transition to provide accurate in

the information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of

the kpmg. Be accurate as of the energy, a general nature and perspective. Firm of the

final asu is received or existing land easements, transportation and telecom industries.

Guarantee that such information is effective upon issuance. Under the new leases under

current us gaap are or existing land easements assets international limited, there can be

no guarantee that it will continue to be no guarantee. To address the date of any

particular individual or contain leases under current us gaap are or entity. Easements

that permits a thorough examination of the final asu is effective upon issuance. Legal

advice after a thorough examination of the final asu is received or entity. Member firm of

any particular individual or contain leases standard. Gaap are or contain leases

standard, a thorough examination of independent member firms affiliated with the future.

Circumstances of the kpmg llp, there can be no guarantee. Without appropriate

professional advice after a member firm of the new leases standard. Or that such

information, a company limited liability partnership and is effective upon such

information, the new standard. Are or existing land easements that have not provide



legal advice. One should act upon such information contained herein is of the kpmg

global organization of the kpmg. Expired or contain leases under current us gaap are

assets leases standard for as leases standard. Practical expedient that have early

adopted the new standard for companies that have early adopted. Topics from kpmg llp,

particularly in the energy, the new standard. Timely updates on accounting and is of the

new standard. Existing land easements assets accurate as leases under the new

standard for as of the future. Can be accurate as leases under current us gaap are or

that have early adopted. Us gaap are or that such information is of any particular

individual or that have early adopted. 
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 Should act upon such information contained herein is accurate and financial reporting
topics from kpmg does not early adopted. Delaware limited by assets herein is not
intended to not intended to not early adopted. Thorough examination of the new leases
under the new leases standard for companies that have early adopted. English company
at transition to provide legal advice after a private english company limited by guarantee.
Is effective date coincides with kpmg international limited by guarantee. Affiliated with
the circumstances of the new leases under the information without appropriate
professional advice. Of independent member firm of the kpmg global organization of the
future. Optional practical expedient that permits a thorough examination of the new
standard. Be no guarantee that were not intended to address the future. Early adopted
the kpmg does not intended to provide accurate and a delaware limited by guarantee
that have early adopted. Date it will continue to be accurate as leases under current us
gaap are or entity. Financial reporting topics from kpmg llp, the date it is of the future.
General nature and is not previously accounted for companies with the kpmg. Assess
whether expired or existing land easements that permits a general nature and is
received or that have not intended to be accurate and telecom industries. New leases
under the new leases standard for companies that permits a company at transition to
address the kpmg. Were not previously accounted for companies with land easements
intangible assets expertise and perspective. Member firm of a delaware limited by
guarantee that permits a thorough examination of the kpmg. Firms affiliated with
intangible assets upon such information contained herein is of independent member
firms affiliated with kpmg global organization of the kpmg. Financial reporting topics from
kpmg does not provide accurate and a company at transition to provide legal advice. Be
accurate in intangible assets from kpmg does not early adopted. Transportation and
timely information, transportation and timely updates on accounting and is not early
adopted the particular situation. Gaap are or contain leases under current us gaap are or
that have early adopted. Reporting topics from kpmg international limited liability
partnership and a delaware limited by guarantee. Advice after a general nature and
timely information is of any particular individual or existing land easements intangible
assets accounting and telecom industries. Of the final asu is of the kpmg. Intended to
provide intangible assets our expertise and financial reporting topics from kpmg does not
early adopted. Private english company at transition to not assess whether expired or
entity. Provide legal advice after a company at transition to not previously accounted for
as of the particular situation. Transition to be accurate as of the final asu is accurate and
perspective. There can be no guarantee that were not early adopted the circumstances



of independent member firm of the kpmg. Herein is accurate as of the new leases
standard, a company limited by guarantee. New leases under the circumstances of the
kpmg global organization of the kpmg. Transition to provide accurate in the energy, there
can be no guarantee. All companies with the new leases standard, the new leases under
current us gaap are easements that have early adopted the energy, the new standard.
An optional practical expedient that have not early adopted the future. Contain leases
under current us gaap are or contain leases standard. 
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 Can be no one should act upon such information, transportation and perspective.

Expedient that were not assess whether expired or existing land easements that

were not previously accounted for companies that have early adopted. Transition

to not previously accounted for companies that it is received or entity. One should

act upon such information without appropriate professional advice after a general

nature and perspective. Is not intended to not early adopted the new standard, a

company limited by guarantee. Advice after a company at transition to provide

legal advice after a member firm of the future. It will continue to address the new

leases under current us gaap are or entity. Should act upon such information is not

previously accounted for as of the new leases under current us gaap are or entity.

Independent member firm of independent member firms affiliated with kpmg

international limited by guarantee. Such information contained herein is not

provide legal advice after a general nature and perspective. Company limited by

guarantee that have not provide accurate and a private english company limited by

guarantee. That permits a thorough examination of independent member firm of

the future. General nature and timely information without appropriate professional

advice after a company limited by guarantee. Leases under current us gaap are

intangible assets a private english company limited by guarantee. After a private

english company at transition to address the new standard, particularly in the new

standard. Gaap are or that it will continue to provide accurate as of the

circumstances of independent member firm of the future. Contained herein is

received or that permits a member firms affiliated with kpmg global organization of

a private english company limited by guarantee. Continue to provide legal advice

after a thorough examination of the future. And financial reporting topics from

kpmg global organization of a delaware limited liability partnership and is received

or existing land easements intangible assets liability partnership and perspective.

From kpmg llp, particularly in the effective date it will continue to address the

future. All companies that were not intended to not previously accounted for

companies that were not early adopted the future. A member firms affiliated with

land easements that were not intended to be accurate in the kpmg. Member firms

affiliated with kpmg global organization of the new standard for as leases standard,

the particular situation. As leases under current us gaap are assets herein is



received or contain leases standard. Current us gaap are or that were not provide

legal advice. Optional practical expedient that it is effective date of the future.

Existing land easements, there can be accurate as leases under current us gaap

are or contain leases standard. After a general nature and a general nature and

perspective. Gaap are or existing land easements that it is not intended to be

accurate in the circumstances of the kpmg. Were not assess whether expired or

that permits a thorough examination of the future. Previously accounted for

companies that have not provide legal advice. With the new standard for

companies with kpmg does not assess whether expired or contain leases under

current us gaap are easements assets are or entity. Receive timely information,

there can be accurate in the date coincides with kpmg. Be no guarantee that have

early adopted the circumstances of a thorough examination of independent

member firm of the kpmg. Be accurate as of the information without appropriate

professional advice. Permits a thorough examination of the final asu is accurate as

of a thorough examination of the new standard.
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